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Fantasy football draft spreadsheet 2019 reddit

New VersionVersion 7.02 August 9Fixed calculates errors Auction lapafixed some sort buttons do not work in the calculation with FFC formulafixed player names not copying any more when importing from the old sheetMisc. down with different rankings and ADPs changing formats.v4.01 Google DrafterAdded sleeper ADP/rankings taken from
fantasydata.com (api they used to be updated faster than what's on this site because the numbers I have are close but not always accurate. Better than nothing)Updated beersheet functionalityWho I'm working on: GoogleSheet drafter - IDP version &amp; Auction versionssoduce the size of the page by consolidating a bunch of rankings and ADP is on the
backend (1 Google sheet instead of many) adding sleeping ADP'sYou will need Excel to use this tool – Use the GoogleDrafter lite version of Mac UsersVersions Excel before 2015 will not be able to use the refresh data button because web queries are not supported. Everything else should work fine. Excel for Mac 2015 files are opened read-only - make sure
that you enable macros and allow online data sources when these pop-up programs occur. You should still be able to edit the page, and then go to File &gt; Save As to get rid of read-only status. Lightweight GoogleSheet drafter v4.01 with playerlist and draftboard.v4.0 Make Copy herePleasily note conditional formatting is slow – not much can I do that –
sorry. CSG Project Grader v1.0 googledrive | MediaFire by Dropboxfew people asked for something like this to whipped it quickly and thought that I got properly.it working just import your completed project from the main CSG page and awarded grades based on predicted points/beersheets in val/ECRfurcita instructions sheetFeatures: Support up to 20
teams in the league, 40 rounds, holders, pick trade (and minor IDP support coming soon)Beersheet support (pasting BeerSheet applies to your league) Spreadsheet with rankings, ADPs and more from different locations, updates as you draftDraftboard that updates as you input picksDepth Charts that updateDraft pick marketing supportSid Summary
PageBasic Guide: Open the League Info Tab and put your league settings screenshotgo back to the Overall tab and hide columns of data you don't need &amp; refresh data sources if you feel that ScreenshotBegin development by double-clicking in the Pick Num column box, corresponding to the player who has developed the next ScreenshotTo get more
detailed instructions / descriptions of the data page / u / ihateconnecticut was a great breakdown from last year's hereCSG Keeper Helper Sheetv3.0As most of you know ESPN changed all of their site layout, it broke as my import from the ESPN button worked, and the only solution I've been able to find is for the user to paste his magazine page from the
ESPN page, not the biggest but better than nothing. CSG Keeper Helper Sheet v3.0 DropboxCSG Keeper Helper Sheet v3.0 Google DriveCSG Helper Sheet v3.0 MediaFireMade this tool to help if you have to enter many holders. Holders. automatically import your ESPN logs. Guide: Go to the Keeper Helper page and the CSG Fantasy page. Go to the
keeper page and if you have an ESPN league to use the ESPN tab, if you don't use the manual tab Enter your league settings Enter a draft pick order that matches each teamAt import your ESPN league or manually enter your playersInputt round players are kept. The picking number will be updated automatically. Once finished pressed ExportGo to the
CSG Fantasy page and go to ESPN import or Manual import based on your league siteHit ImportKeepers automatically added to the correct position – use the CSG fantasy page as you normally would. The only real sources I could find that were easy to export were ESPN and Yahoo – so that's all I really have on the page at the moment in terms of average
project prices and default site prices. But that's the beginning. Added nfl AAV. Here are some instructions and screenshots: Main Page - look mostly the same here, you just have to enter the price and the owner of the player]Here is the place, where it will follow each team's logs, budgets, etc. (got lazy here and wanted to get the page out – will work on
formatting empty slots) League Setting Page – looks mostly the same, just have to enter your league budget and ESPN/Yahoo values will adjust to matchAgain – not a whole lot on it, but if you're looking for something basic to follow your auction project you can find this usefulness for me to know if you wanted to have additional features. Resources &amp;
Credit: VBD/Auction Estimated Values and Inflated Values and Related Calculations from /u/elboberto's Auction SpreadsheetDraftboard-style credit: /u/daruukDraft choose odd calculations credit/u/bizarbusTiers credits to Boris Chen, /u/PrayesDrafting Style, Pick Trading &amp; various other ideas
/u/ManhattanBeachBumBeerSheets:/u/Beer4TheBeerGodCleaned up a bunch of formatting (buttons and columns - thanks to /u/rideristfor macros) RankingsESPN: Pre-draft Rankings (manually updated here: GoogleSheets)Yahoo: Pre-draft Rankings (manually updated here : GoogleSheets) NFL: Pre-draft Rankings (manually updated here: GoogleSheets)
ECR /PPR/0.5 PPR/Rookie/Dynasty and Point Predictions: 2 Previous Versionv8.08 (Auctions only) Sep. 2 3 MTfixed some VBD calculations that caused problems with some types of league. What's new 8.07Fixed some PC Gold calculationsFixed Formatting errorsFixed depth chart formulasAuction Beersheet formattingadded the ability to paste or enter old
auction projects and scale the estimated $ per player to match your league trends based on this previous project. Fixed some injury formulas backendWho am I working on: Adding IDP to standard GoogleSheet versionupdating project graderadd page users paste fantasypro custom auction valuesmaking input user friendlyYou will need Excel to use this tool -
Use GoogleDrafter for lite lite Excel UsersVersions will not be able to use the data refresh button before 2015 because web queries are not supported. Everything else should work fine. Excel for Mac 2015 files are opened read-only - make sure that you enable macros and allow online data sources when these pop-up programs occur. You should still be able
to edit the page, and then go to File &gt; Save As to get rid of read-only status. Guide now find hereSy you download from Google Drive click on the Download button does not open with pages button, you do not need to request edit access. If you really want to try using the full page of google pages, then you can download it and move it to your google
driveFeatures: Supports up to 20 teams in the league, 40 rounds, keepers, pick trade, IDPBeersheet support (downloading pasting the Beer Excelsheet file that applies to your league) Spreadsheet with rankings, ADPs and more from various sites that update as you draftDraftboard, that updates as you input picksTeam Summary PageAuction
VersionESPN/Yahoo/NFL auction values and AAV's (all from the above draft league rankings) Here are some instructions and screenshots: Main Page - look mostly the same here, you just have to enter the price and the owner of the playerHere is if it will follow up on each team of rosters, budgets, etc. Lighter version of the page that runs google pagesType
copy hereIntraction version of the auction page that works on google pagesFormer copy hereCSG Keeper Helper Sheetv3.0CSG Keeper Helper Sheet v3.0 DropboxCSG Keeper Helper Sheet v3.0 Google DriveCSG Keeper Helper Sheet v3.0 MediaFireMade this tool to help if you have input many operators. Resources &amp; Credit: VBD/Auction
Estimated Values and Inflated Values and related calculations from /u/elboberto's Auction SpreadsheetDraftboard-style credit: /u/daruukDraft choose odd calculations credit/u/bizarbusTiers credit to Boris Chen, /u/PrayesDrafting Style, Pick Trading &amp; various other ideas/u/ManhattanBeachBeachBumBeerSheets:/u/Beer4TheBeerGodCleaned up a bunch
of formatting (buttons and columns - thanks/u/riderist for macros) Page 2 I made this spreadsheet that scrapes fantasypros stat predictions, calculates the relative value of each player, and takes them in descending order. Feel free to use it for your project and expand on this page! Here's a link to Google Spreadsheet.The spreadsheet pulls stat predictions
through web scraping, and I've added options to change the rating calculations based off your league rules. The great thing about this page is that you don't have to manually input player stat predictions every time they change, Google sheets it automatically to you using IMPORTHTML. (For some reason, it doesn't work with ADP – so I've inputted them
manually) Details: Relative value is the same compared to substitution. For those who are not familiar with the concept of value-based development, check out this article from footballguys here. Spreadsheet automatically calculates the replacement value for each position point and the boundary point you have indicated. The default cutoff point is 100.Let me
know what you guys thinkedit: typosPage 2 comments comments
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